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From: Clerks@vaughan.ca
To: Adelina Bellisario
Subject: FW: [External] Re: Planes Avoid its Usual Path in Brampton & Mississauga
Date: May-13-24 9:04:48 AM

From: angela  
Sent: Sunday, May 12, 2024 6:25 PM
To: Clerks@vaughan.ca; Todd Coles <Todd.Coles@vaughan.ca>
Cc: Rose Savage ; IRENE FORD 
Subject: [External] Re: Planes Avoid its Usual Path in Brampton & Mississauga

It's unbelievable that we (Maple and Woodbridge residents) have become the dedicated arrival and departure flight paths for Toronto International Airport
without resident's true knowledge impact, consent, input or approval.  Brampton and Mississauga have been able to move their flight paths to Maple and
Woodbridge without the Mayor or City councillor's involvement ??????  Again, how does this happen and why are we not getting support from the Mayor
and City councillors to stop these illegal flight paths.

Large planes have been flying over My house since 7:30 am.  These planes are illegally and are using our airspace.  We need your help and support to stop
these illegal large planes flying over our home at very low altitude and making sharp steep turns/contours.  In addition to this, new procedures are being
used (RNP/CDO) which are dangerous and are in altitude breach and are mostly being performed in Woodbridge and Maple.  

Can you please respond in writing to our questions and concerns.  This is not only a federal issue.  
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From: Rose Savage 
Sent: Sunday, May 12, 2024 11:51:03 a.m.
To: clerks@vaughan.ca <clerks@vaughan.ca>; todd.coles@vaughan.ca <todd.coles@vaughan.ca>
Cc: angela  IRENE FORD 
Subject: Planes Avoid its Usual Path in Brampton & Mississauga

Based on all our videos and photos taken this far, there is no doubt that planes are “illegally flying” over Vaughan and Not the decades long approved flight
path in Brampton and Mississauga.  Los Angeles is West; Not East ? A Boeing airplane as well right above our community.

Mayor and Members of Council in Vaughan,  please explain how this happened and how this continues to get worse each day?

Are we to assume that the mayor and members of council in Brampton and Mississauga are doing a better job at protecting their taxpayers?

This is the perception at the moment and as taxpayers living in Vaughan we would like to know why you allowed this to happen and at the expense your own
constituents.
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